Water Venus Fountain

Instructions
1. Place bowl on level surface. Be aware that there will be an amount of splash from the bowl of the fountain.
2. Place the pump in the center of the bowl. Run the pumps power cord through the PVC tube in the center of the bowl, then under the bowl and out the small notch in the bottom edge of the bowl.
3. Bring the bottom of the statue close to the center of the bowl. Be sure to use a towel or some material to protect the statue from scratching the bowl. Attach rubber tubing to the pipe in the statue and then the vent in the pump. **Note:** Water flow can be adjusted on pump. When flow adjustment is needed unplug pump and adjust dial.
4. Carefully place statue over the pump.
5. Fill the bowl within two inches from the top of the bowl. The pump will burn out if it is not completely submerged with water.
6. Plug in pump.
7. Drain water completely before freezing temperatures to avoid damaging the pump.

- Do not use any chemicals on this item. If it needs to cleaned use a soft cloth or sponge and water only.